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When working on making changes in our lives, most of us need to feel we are slowly but 
surely advancing towards our goals to stay motivated. I know I do!

The larger the goal, the more important this can be.

Therefore, I developed a quick and easy way for us to see exactly how much we are getting 
done. 

I call it the "Jar of Progress."

For us visual folks, this can be an effective tool to use on those days when we don't feel like 
we're getting anything done.

So, when it seems like your goals are stalled and disappointing thoughts start playing on a 
loop in your head, simply glance at your jar and see that you actually are moving forward.

When you need more convincing, pull out your progress slips and take a closer look.

Here's what you do:

1. Jar:  Purchase a beautiful jar the next time you're near your favorite resale shop.
2. Label:  Tape one of the labels below on your jar.
3. Progress Slips:  Print six copies of the progress slips below to start.
4. Habit:  Write on one progress slip each day for the next month to  

          form a new habit.
5. Reminder:  Glance at your jar when you need a friendly reminder of  

           the progress you're making.
6. Motivation: Read your progress slips when you need some   

          motivation to take action and get moving again.

*For more stylized labels and slips, please visit etsy.com/shop/lovingmondays. Additional label options also 
available for a Jar of  Prayers, Jar of  Dreams, Jar of  Ideas, Jar of  Letting Go and a Jar of  Gratitude.  Enjoy! 
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Jar of Progress Slips 
Use these progress slips to write down what you did each day in support of  your life plan and goals (big 
& small).  Add the slip to your Jar of  Progress.  On the days when you don’t feel like you’re making 
progress and feeling a bit ‘stuck’, pull out your slips and take a look at how much you really are moving in 
the direction of  your goals.  Print at least 6 pages to start.  
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